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regionalism emerged across america during the 1920s and 1930s as an artistic and intelectual revolt against postwar urban
industrialization robert dorman tells the story of this movement through the works and careers of the writers artists historians for more
than 30 years patience gray author of the celebrated cookbook honey from a weed lived in a remote area of puglia in southernmost italy
she lived without electricity modern plumbing or a telephone grew much of her own food and gathered and ate wild plants alongside
her neighbors in this economically impoverished region she was fond of saying that she wrote only for herself and her friends yet her
growing reputation brought a steady stream of international visitors to her door this simple and isolated life she chose for herself may
help explain her relative obscurity when compared to the other great food writers of her time m f k fisher elizabeth david and julia
child so it is not surprising that when gray died in 2005 the bbc described her as an almost forgotten culinary star yet her influence
particularly among chefs and other food writers has had a lasting and profound effect on the way we view and celebrate good food and
regional cuisines gray s prescience was unrivaled she wrote about what today we would call the mediterranean diet and slow food
from foraging to eating locally long before they became part of the cultural mainstream imagine if michael pollan or barbara kingsolver
had spent several decades living among italian greek and catalan peasants recording their recipes and the significance of food and food
gathering to their way of life in fasting and feasting biographer adam federman tells the remarkable and until now untold life story of
patience gray from her privileged and intellectual upbringing in england to her trials as a single mother during world war ii to her
career working as a designer editor translator and author and describing her travels and culinary adventures in later years a fascinating
and spirited woman patience gray was very much a part of her times but very clearly ahead of them ruth blau a life of paradox and
purpose explores the life of a curious if not mysterious character in modern jewish history born a french catholic ruth blau ben david
1920 2000 lived a constantly twisting life during world war ii blau was active in the french resistance and under their command she
joined the gestapo as a double agent after the war she studied philosophy as a phd candidate at the sorbonne during the 1950s after
converting to judaism and moving to israel in 1960 blau was involved in concealing yossele schumacher a seven year old child as part of
a militant conflict between ultra orthodox and secular jews in israel in 1965 despite a huge scandal she married amram blau head of the
anti zionist ultra orthodox neturei karta after the death of her husband in 1973 blau took upon herself to travel to arab countries to help
the jewish communities in distress in lebanon and iran where she met yasser arafat head of the palestinian liberation organization and
his deputy abu jihad but the most significant connections she made were in iran in 1979 she met with the leader of the iranian
revolution ayatollah khomeini ruth blau a life of paradox and purpose represents the first full length biography of this remarkable
woman drawing on a trove of archival materials and interviews with those who knew ruth motti inbari offers a complex multifaceted
portrait of a woman undertaking a remarkable and influential journey through modern european and middle eastern history collections
a journal for museum and archives professionals is a multi disciplinary peer reviewed journal dedicated to the discussion of all aspects of
handling preserving researching and organizing collections curators archivists collections managers preparators registrars educators
students and others contribute josephine pinckney 1895 1957 was an award winning best selling author whose work critics frequently
compared to that of jane austen edith wharton and isak dinesen her flair for storytelling and trenchant social commentary found
expression in poetry five novels three o clock dinner was the most successful stories essays and reviews pinckney belonged to a
distinguished south carolina family and often used charleston as her setting writing in the tradition of ellen glasgow by blending social
realism with irony tragedy and humor in chronicling the foibles of the south s declining upper class barbara l bellows has produced the
first biography of this very private woman and emotionally complex writer whose life story is also the history of a place and time
charleston in the first half of the twentieth century in a talent for living pinckney s life unfolds like a novel as she struggles to escape
aristocratic codes and the ensnaring bonds of southern ladyhood and to embrace modern freedoms in 1920 with dubose heyward and
hervey allen she founded the poetry society of south carolina which helped spark the southern literary renaissance her home became a
center of intellectual activity with visitors such as the poet amy lowell the charismatic presidential candidate wendell willkie and the
founding editor of thesaturday review of literature henry seidel canby sophisticated and cosmopolitan she absorbed popular
contemporary influences particularly that of freudian psychology even as she retained an almost gothic imagination shaped in her
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youth by the haunting tragic beauty of the low country and its mystical gullah culture a skilled stylist pinckney excelled in creating
memorable characters but she never scripted an individual as engaging or intriguing as herself bellows offers a fascinating exhaustively
researched portrait of this onetime cultural icon and her well concealed personal life rebel bulldog tells the story of preston davidson a
northerner who fought for the confederacy and his family who lived in indiana and virginia it examines antebellum religion education
reform and politics and how they affected the identity of not just one young man but of a nation caught up in a civil war furthermore
it discusses how a native born hoosier reached the decision to fight for the south while detailing a unique war experience and the
postwar life of a proud rebel who returned to the north after the guns fell silent and tried to remake his life in a very different state
and nation than the ones he had left in 1860 the book uses not just preston s story but that of his family as a lens to help us glimpse the
past preston s paternal family had strong ties to the shenandoah valley of virginia and washington college now washington and lee
university the maternal side of preston s family tree included his grandfather governor noah noble this volume of perspectives opens
with two contrasting perspectives on the purpose of higher education at the dawning of the university age perspectives that continue
to define the debate today first a j angulo recreates the controversy surrounding the founding and early years of the massachusetts
institute of technology whether presented as an alternative to or a repudiation of the prevailing classical liberal education mit was
rejected as inherently inferior by college defenders second is george levesque s penetrating reappraisal of yale president noah porter
1870 1886 known almost solely for his role as a college defender porter is revealed as a vigorous scholar who became fixated with
preserving the strengths of yale college as these matters were vigorously debated during these years porter s position was superseded
by more powerful forces considering the cliches about liberal domination of higher education it is seldom appreciated that the
conservative movement has had a presence on campus throughout the postwar era jennifer de forrest uses the reorganization of several
conservative foundations to offer a critical appraisal of their impact known as the four sisters the bradley foundation the scaife
foundations the smith richardson foundation and the olin foundation have been sharply focused on winning student support by funding
conservative scholars and networking organizations as well as student groups and newspapers the tempestuous state of academic
publishing is made more vivid by the clash of colorful characters at the dawn of modern academic publishing the educational review
published by columbia s nicholas murray butler was the foremost journal in its field paul mcinerny interweaves the history of this
journal with the educational issues of the late nineteenth century and the remarkable career of columbia s longtime president an
additional actor is james mckeen cattell a noted psychologist and prolific academic publisher as a columbia professor cattell was also a
thorn in the side of president butler in 1917 butler fired cattell for criticizing the war effort an egregious breach of academic freedom
even for those early times events took an ironic turn however when cattell later acquired butler s former review the best of the
independent rhetoric and composition journals 2014 represents the result of a nationwide conversation beginning with journal editors
but expanding to teachers scholars and workers across the discipline of rhetoric and composition to select essays that showcase the
innovative and transformative work now being published in the field s independent journals terminology preparation of specimens
range and distribution of the productoidea external mophology of the productoidea internal morphology of the productoidea life habits
of the productoidea origin of the productoidea classification of the productoidea systematic descriptions the studies in this volume go
beyond the question of the authenticity of prophetic narrations by approaching hadith narrations and literature from various
perspectives the authors seek to push the field of hadith studies in a new and promising direction john william fletcher 1729 1785 was a
seminal theologian during the early methodist movement and the church of england in the eighteenth century best known for the
checks to antinomianism he worked out a theology of history to defend the church against the encroachment of antinomianism as a
polemic against hyper calvinism whose system of divine fiat and finished salvation fletcher believed did not take seriously enough
either the activity of god in salvation history or an individual believer s personal progress in salvation fletcher made the doctrine of
accommodation a unifying principle of his theological system and further developed the doctrine of divine accommodation into a
theology of ministry as god accommodated divine revelation to the frailties of human beings ministers of the gospel must accommodate
the gospel to their hearers in order to gain a hearing for the gospel without losing the goal of true christianity this book contains
insights for pastors missionaries and christian thinkers on true christianity from fletcher who devoted himself according to wesley to
being an altogether christian this third edition describes collections received through december 31 1978 and includes 1 640 collections of
private papers 186 collections of private papers diaries and account books on microfilm and 480 account books additions to collections
received through june 30 1979 have been included page vi this book is based on a thorough study of letcher s personal papers including
his diary before 1861 letcher actively opposed secession but when war came he served the confederacy more loyally and ably if less
flamboyantly than many more colorful and noisy southern patriots the author highlights the drama and poignancy of the governor s
dilemma that of a moderate sensible man confronted with high responsibilites at a time of crisis the inner workings of virginia politics
are detailed with exceptional clarity provided by publisher located in the oklahoma collection the great scottish architect charles rennie
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mackintosh 1868 1928 has come to be seen as one of the most influential early modern designers like frank lloyd wright whom he
rivals in popularity today mackintosh viewed the design of furniture and interiors as a vital part of his architectural work today
reproductions and objects based on his design ideas are wildly popular this is the fourth edition of the primary reference work on
mackintosh furniture and the first time it has been in print in more than twenty years completely revised and redesigned with new
information and many new color illustrations the book documents every surviving piece of mackintosh furniture and every drawing
as well as his interior designs including reconstructions of interiors that have been destroyed the new edition of this popular text has
been extensively revised and updated throughout it will continue to provide the trainee or practising anesthetist with all the
information both background and practical that will be needed in the busy clinical setting or during revision for qualifying
examinations major changes for the new edition include combining vivid photography with engaging essays dining with the
washingtons explores the menus diet and styles of entertaining that characterized the beloved home of the nation s principal founding
father compelling accounts historic artwork and images of gardens table settings prepared food and objects from the mount vernon
collection blend to shed fresh light on the daily lives of george and martha washington on their ceaseless stream of household guests and
those who served them and on the ways food and drink reflected the culture of eighteenth century america featuring a foreword by
former white house executive chef walter scheib and more than 90 historic recipes adapted for today s kitchens by renowned culinary
historian nancy carter crump this book is ideal for veteran and novice cooks alike as well as for those wishing to learn about both formal
and everyday dining at mount vernon drawing from a wide range of sources including memoirs diaries plantation documents
archaeological research and the personal correspondence of the washington family and their visitors this charming volume brings the
household of america s first president and his wife vividly to life for modern day readers the contributors are steven t bashore manager
of historic trades mount vernon carol borchert cadou robert h smith senior curator and vice president for collections mount vernon
nancy carter crump author and founder culinary historians of virginia j dean norton director of horticulture mount vernon dennis j
pogue vice president of preservation mount vernon walter scheib former executive chef the white house mary v thompson research
historian mount vernon esther white director of archaeology mount vernon ethnic leadership and midwestern politics investigates the
notion of ethnic identity as it relates to scandinavian americans and political affiliations in wisconsin from 1890 1914 jørn brøndal traces
the evolution of their political alliances as they move from an early patronage system to one of a more enlightened social awareness
prompted by the wisconsin progressives led by robert m la follette brøndal s exceptionally thorough research and cogent arguments
combine to explain the workings of a political system that accorded nationality a major role in politics at the expense of real political
social and economic issues in the early 1890s and how and why the progressives determined to change that system brøndal explains the
change by looking at several important scandinavian american institutions including the church mutual aid fraternities the temperance
movement the scandinavian language press political clubs and labor and farmer organizations showing how these institutions impacted
the construction of a nascent sense of scandinavian american national identity and made a lasting mark on the scandinavian american
role in politics during her long career as a public figure in jacksonian america anne royall was called everything from an enemy of
religion to a jackson man to a common scold in her search for the source of such strong reactions elizabeth clapp has uncovered the story
of a widely read woman of letters who asserted her right to a political voice without regard to her gender widowed and in need of a
livelihood following a disastrous lawsuit over her husband s will royall decided to earn her living through writing first as a travel
writer journeying through america to research and sell her books and later as a journalist and editor her language and forcefully
expressed opinions provoked people at least as much as did her inflammatory behavior and aggressive marketing tactics an ardent
defender of american liberties she attacked the agents of evangelical revivals the bank of the united states and corruption in
government her positions were frequently extreme directly challenging the would be shapers of the early republic s religious and
political culture she made many enemies but because she also attracted many supporters she was not easily silenced the definitive
account of a passionate voice when america was inventing itself a notorious woman re creates a fascinating stage on which women s
roles evangelical hegemony and political involvement were all contested
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Revolt of the Provinces

2003-04-30

regionalism emerged across america during the 1920s and 1930s as an artistic and intelectual revolt against postwar urban
industrialization robert dorman tells the story of this movement through the works and careers of the writers artists historians

Fasting and Feasting

2018-09-14

for more than 30 years patience gray author of the celebrated cookbook honey from a weed lived in a remote area of puglia in
southernmost italy she lived without electricity modern plumbing or a telephone grew much of her own food and gathered and ate
wild plants alongside her neighbors in this economically impoverished region she was fond of saying that she wrote only for herself
and her friends yet her growing reputation brought a steady stream of international visitors to her door this simple and isolated life she
chose for herself may help explain her relative obscurity when compared to the other great food writers of her time m f k fisher
elizabeth david and julia child so it is not surprising that when gray died in 2005 the bbc described her as an almost forgotten culinary
star yet her influence particularly among chefs and other food writers has had a lasting and profound effect on the way we view and
celebrate good food and regional cuisines gray s prescience was unrivaled she wrote about what today we would call the mediterranean
diet and slow food from foraging to eating locally long before they became part of the cultural mainstream imagine if michael pollan or
barbara kingsolver had spent several decades living among italian greek and catalan peasants recording their recipes and the significance
of food and food gathering to their way of life in fasting and feasting biographer adam federman tells the remarkable and until now
untold life story of patience gray from her privileged and intellectual upbringing in england to her trials as a single mother during
world war ii to her career working as a designer editor translator and author and describing her travels and culinary adventures in
later years a fascinating and spirited woman patience gray was very much a part of her times but very clearly ahead of them

The Transactions of the Linnean Society of London

1886

ruth blau a life of paradox and purpose explores the life of a curious if not mysterious character in modern jewish history born a french
catholic ruth blau ben david 1920 2000 lived a constantly twisting life during world war ii blau was active in the french resistance and
under their command she joined the gestapo as a double agent after the war she studied philosophy as a phd candidate at the sorbonne
during the 1950s after converting to judaism and moving to israel in 1960 blau was involved in concealing yossele schumacher a seven
year old child as part of a militant conflict between ultra orthodox and secular jews in israel in 1965 despite a huge scandal she married
amram blau head of the anti zionist ultra orthodox neturei karta after the death of her husband in 1973 blau took upon herself to travel
to arab countries to help the jewish communities in distress in lebanon and iran where she met yasser arafat head of the palestinian
liberation organization and his deputy abu jihad but the most significant connections she made were in iran in 1979 she met with the
leader of the iranian revolution ayatollah khomeini ruth blau a life of paradox and purpose represents the first full length biography of
this remarkable woman drawing on a trove of archival materials and interviews with those who knew ruth motti inbari offers a
complex multifaceted portrait of a woman undertaking a remarkable and influential journey through modern european and middle
eastern history

Transactions

1886

collections a journal for museum and archives professionals is a multi disciplinary peer reviewed journal dedicated to the discussion of
all aspects of handling preserving researching and organizing collections curators archivists collections managers preparators registrars
educators students and others contribute
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Transactions of the Linnean Society of London

1888

josephine pinckney 1895 1957 was an award winning best selling author whose work critics frequently compared to that of jane austen
edith wharton and isak dinesen her flair for storytelling and trenchant social commentary found expression in poetry five novels three
o clock dinner was the most successful stories essays and reviews pinckney belonged to a distinguished south carolina family and often
used charleston as her setting writing in the tradition of ellen glasgow by blending social realism with irony tragedy and humor in
chronicling the foibles of the south s declining upper class barbara l bellows has produced the first biography of this very private
woman and emotionally complex writer whose life story is also the history of a place and time charleston in the first half of the
twentieth century in a talent for living pinckney s life unfolds like a novel as she struggles to escape aristocratic codes and the
ensnaring bonds of southern ladyhood and to embrace modern freedoms in 1920 with dubose heyward and hervey allen she founded
the poetry society of south carolina which helped spark the southern literary renaissance her home became a center of intellectual
activity with visitors such as the poet amy lowell the charismatic presidential candidate wendell willkie and the founding editor of
thesaturday review of literature henry seidel canby sophisticated and cosmopolitan she absorbed popular contemporary influences
particularly that of freudian psychology even as she retained an almost gothic imagination shaped in her youth by the haunting tragic
beauty of the low country and its mystical gullah culture a skilled stylist pinckney excelled in creating memorable characters but she
never scripted an individual as engaging or intriguing as herself bellows offers a fascinating exhaustively researched portrait of this
onetime cultural icon and her well concealed personal life

Ruth Blau

2023-05-30

rebel bulldog tells the story of preston davidson a northerner who fought for the confederacy and his family who lived in indiana and
virginia it examines antebellum religion education reform and politics and how they affected the identity of not just one young man
but of a nation caught up in a civil war furthermore it discusses how a native born hoosier reached the decision to fight for the south
while detailing a unique war experience and the postwar life of a proud rebel who returned to the north after the guns fell silent and
tried to remake his life in a very different state and nation than the ones he had left in 1860 the book uses not just preston s story but
that of his family as a lens to help us glimpse the past preston s paternal family had strong ties to the shenandoah valley of virginia and
washington college now washington and lee university the maternal side of preston s family tree included his grandfather governor
noah noble

Palaeontographical Society

1978

this volume of perspectives opens with two contrasting perspectives on the purpose of higher education at the dawning of the
university age perspectives that continue to define the debate today first a j angulo recreates the controversy surrounding the founding
and early years of the massachusetts institute of technology whether presented as an alternative to or a repudiation of the prevailing
classical liberal education mit was rejected as inherently inferior by college defenders second is george levesque s penetrating
reappraisal of yale president noah porter 1870 1886 known almost solely for his role as a college defender porter is revealed as a
vigorous scholar who became fixated with preserving the strengths of yale college as these matters were vigorously debated during
these years porter s position was superseded by more powerful forces considering the cliches about liberal domination of higher
education it is seldom appreciated that the conservative movement has had a presence on campus throughout the postwar era jennifer
de forrest uses the reorganization of several conservative foundations to offer a critical appraisal of their impact known as the four sisters
the bradley foundation the scaife foundations the smith richardson foundation and the olin foundation have been sharply focused on
winning student support by funding conservative scholars and networking organizations as well as student groups and newspapers the
tempestuous state of academic publishing is made more vivid by the clash of colorful characters at the dawn of modern academic
publishing the educational review published by columbia s nicholas murray butler was the foremost journal in its field paul mcinerny
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interweaves the history of this journal with the educational issues of the late nineteenth century and the remarkable career of columbia
s longtime president an additional actor is james mckeen cattell a noted psychologist and prolific academic publisher as a columbia
professor cattell was also a thorn in the side of president butler in 1917 butler fired cattell for criticizing the war effort an egregious
breach of academic freedom even for those early times events took an ironic turn however when cattell later acquired butler s former
review

Collections Vol 1 N1

2004-11-09

the best of the independent rhetoric and composition journals 2014 represents the result of a nationwide conversation beginning with
journal editors but expanding to teachers scholars and workers across the discipline of rhetoric and composition to select essays that
showcase the innovative and transformative work now being published in the field s independent journals

A Talent for Living

2006-06-21

terminology preparation of specimens range and distribution of the productoidea external mophology of the productoidea internal
morphology of the productoidea life habits of the productoidea origin of the productoidea classification of the productoidea systematic
descriptions

Rebel Bulldog

2017-12

the studies in this volume go beyond the question of the authenticity of prophetic narrations by approaching hadith narrations and
literature from various perspectives the authors seek to push the field of hadith studies in a new and promising direction

Coccidologist's Newsletter

1973

john william fletcher 1729 1785 was a seminal theologian during the early methodist movement and the church of england in the
eighteenth century best known for the checks to antinomianism he worked out a theology of history to defend the church against the
encroachment of antinomianism as a polemic against hyper calvinism whose system of divine fiat and finished salvation fletcher
believed did not take seriously enough either the activity of god in salvation history or an individual believer s personal progress in
salvation fletcher made the doctrine of accommodation a unifying principle of his theological system and further developed the doctrine
of divine accommodation into a theology of ministry as god accommodated divine revelation to the frailties of human beings ministers
of the gospel must accommodate the gospel to their hearers in order to gain a hearing for the gospel without losing the goal of true
christianity this book contains insights for pastors missionaries and christian thinkers on true christianity from fletcher who devoted
himself according to wesley to being an altogether christian

Perspectives on the History of Higher Education: 2007

2011-12-31

this third edition describes collections received through december 31 1978 and includes 1 640 collections of private papers 186 collections
of private papers diaries and account books on microfilm and 480 account books additions to collections received through june 30 1979
have been included page vi
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Catalogue of the Type Fossils in the Woodwardian Museum, Cambridge

1891

this book is based on a thorough study of letcher s personal papers including his diary before 1861 letcher actively opposed secession but
when war came he served the confederacy more loyally and ably if less flamboyantly than many more colorful and noisy southern
patriots the author highlights the drama and poignancy of the governor s dilemma that of a moderate sensible man confronted with
high responsibilites at a time of crisis the inner workings of virginia politics are detailed with exceptional clarity provided by publisher

Best of the Independent Journals in Rhetoric and Composition 2014

2016-03-01

located in the oklahoma collection

Morphology, Classification and Life Habits of the Productoidea (Brachiopoda)

1960

the great scottish architect charles rennie mackintosh 1868 1928 has come to be seen as one of the most influential early modern
designers like frank lloyd wright whom he rivals in popularity today mackintosh viewed the design of furniture and interiors as a
vital part of his architectural work today reproductions and objects based on his design ideas are wildly popular this is the fourth edition
of the primary reference work on mackintosh furniture and the first time it has been in print in more than twenty years completely
revised and redesigned with new information and many new color illustrations the book documents every surviving piece of
mackintosh furniture and every drawing as well as his interior designs including reconstructions of interiors that have been destroyed

The English Presbyterian Messenger

1847

the new edition of this popular text has been extensively revised and updated throughout it will continue to provide the trainee or
practising anesthetist with all the information both background and practical that will be needed in the busy clinical setting or during
revision for qualifying examinations major changes for the new edition include

British Glass Between the Wars

1987

combining vivid photography with engaging essays dining with the washingtons explores the menus diet and styles of entertaining
that characterized the beloved home of the nation s principal founding father compelling accounts historic artwork and images of
gardens table settings prepared food and objects from the mount vernon collection blend to shed fresh light on the daily lives of george
and martha washington on their ceaseless stream of household guests and those who served them and on the ways food and drink
reflected the culture of eighteenth century america featuring a foreword by former white house executive chef walter scheib and
more than 90 historic recipes adapted for today s kitchens by renowned culinary historian nancy carter crump this book is ideal for
veteran and novice cooks alike as well as for those wishing to learn about both formal and everyday dining at mount vernon drawing
from a wide range of sources including memoirs diaries plantation documents archaeological research and the personal correspondence
of the washington family and their visitors this charming volume brings the household of america s first president and his wife vividly
to life for modern day readers the contributors are steven t bashore manager of historic trades mount vernon carol borchert cadou robert
h smith senior curator and vice president for collections mount vernon nancy carter crump author and founder culinary historians of
virginia j dean norton director of horticulture mount vernon dennis j pogue vice president of preservation mount vernon walter scheib
former executive chef the white house mary v thompson research historian mount vernon esther white director of archaeology mount
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Proceedings of the Church Missionary Society for Africa and the East...

1891

ethnic leadership and midwestern politics investigates the notion of ethnic identity as it relates to scandinavian americans and political
affiliations in wisconsin from 1890 1914 jørn brøndal traces the evolution of their political alliances as they move from an early
patronage system to one of a more enlightened social awareness prompted by the wisconsin progressives led by robert m la follette
brøndal s exceptionally thorough research and cogent arguments combine to explain the workings of a political system that accorded
nationality a major role in politics at the expense of real political social and economic issues in the early 1890s and how and why the
progressives determined to change that system brøndal explains the change by looking at several important scandinavian american
institutions including the church mutual aid fraternities the temperance movement the scandinavian language press political clubs and
labor and farmer organizations showing how these institutions impacted the construction of a nascent sense of scandinavian american
national identity and made a lasting mark on the scandinavian american role in politics

Beyond Authenticity, Alternative Approaches to Hadith Narrations and Collections

2023-04-12

during her long career as a public figure in jacksonian america anne royall was called everything from an enemy of religion to a
jackson man to a common scold in her search for the source of such strong reactions elizabeth clapp has uncovered the story of a widely
read woman of letters who asserted her right to a political voice without regard to her gender widowed and in need of a livelihood
following a disastrous lawsuit over her husband s will royall decided to earn her living through writing first as a travel writer
journeying through america to research and sell her books and later as a journalist and editor her language and forcefully expressed
opinions provoked people at least as much as did her inflammatory behavior and aggressive marketing tactics an ardent defender of
american liberties she attacked the agents of evangelical revivals the bank of the united states and corruption in government her
positions were frequently extreme directly challenging the would be shapers of the early republic s religious and political culture she
made many enemies but because she also attracted many supporters she was not easily silenced the definitive account of a passionate
voice when america was inventing itself a notorious woman re creates a fascinating stage on which women s roles evangelical
hegemony and political involvement were all contested

Report of the Superintendent of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Showing the Progress
of the Work During the Fiscal Year Ending with ...

1886

Biennial Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture

1856

True Christianity

2014-01-22
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Reports of the Committee of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, on Church
Extension

1835

Guide to Private Manuscript Collections in the North Carolina State Archives

1981

A Few Notes on Sir Charles Lyell's "Antiquity of Man" and on Prof. Huxley's "Evidence
as to Man's Place in Nature"

1863

John Letcher of Virginia

1966

Oklahoma State University

1988

Charles Rennie Mackintosh

1979

Wylie Churchill-Davidson's A Practice of Anesthesia

2003-10-31

Dining with the Washingtons

2011

Ethnic Leadership and Midwestern Politics

2004

Journal of the ... Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of
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Pennsylvania

1790

Art Index Retrospective

1941

Art Index

1983

Accounts and Papers

1867

Transactions

1886

Blake Newsletter

1974

Catalog of the Theatre and Drama Collections

1967

A Notorious Woman

2016-03-09

A Revised Review of British Lower Palaeozoic Brachiopods

2008
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